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Markets and Tax Policy Update 

Investment markets and the economy are not experiencing significant changes at the moment, so this letter will 
be more focused on strategic tax planning -- one of the most direct and substantial ways to impact building and 
preserving your wealth. 

In brief, following my 2017 New-Year Update, the U.S. stock market continued to climb until the end of February. 
Since then, is has become clear that rapid changes to health care and major tax reforms are not coming soon.  

In response to the post-election stock market rally, on January 20th I wrote: 

The market may be overestimating how quickly these (policies) can be implemented…  President 
Trump and the market may soon be surprised by how difficult it is to implement these reforms. 

We now know that these reforms will in-fact be challenging for the Trump administration and Congress. In 
response, the U.S. stock market has put on the brakes and volatility has slightly increased, while gold and 
Treasury bonds are beginning to rise -- a typical market response to uncertainty. 

Fortunately, you don’t need to wait for an act of Congress to reduce your tax burden. The United States has one 
of the most complex tax codes on the planet, and it is loaded with legitimate ways to make your own decisions 
regarding how much tax you pay.  

Let’s examine one of these strategies. 
 

 
 

  Year-to-date through April 19th, the major asset classes have posted returns of: 
 

Asset Class  Year-to-Date Return (as of 4/19/2017) 

Emerging Markets Equity  10.90% 

Gold  10.35% 

Real Estate  6.33% 

International Equity  6.31% 

U.S.Large Equity  4.77% 

Long-Term Treasuries  4.52% 

Core Fixed Income  1.93% 
    Source: iShares 
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Lifetime Tax Reduction 

An Introduction to Tax Diversification: 

One of the first financial metrics I look at for our clients 
is their current asset tax diversification.  

This measure of financial health is so important that 
we have a client report dedicated to the topic, and my 
team publishes current numbers at the top of every 
client meeting sheet they prepare for me. With this 
metric, we are examining the ratio of tax-advantage, 
tax-deferred, and tax-free assets that comprise the 
client’s investment portfolio. 

The chart above shows the typical tax diversification of a 45-year old client I encounter -- with three-quarters of 
their investment assets in tax deferred IRAs and employer retirement plans. By the time this couple reaches 
retirement, the tax deferred category will often exceed 90% of invested assets unless specific steps are taken to 
improve their lifetime tax diversification. 

The ideal ratios are to have one-third of your assets in each of the three tax types as you enter retirement. But 
this is not easy to achieve. The default path for most investors is excess tax-deferred holdings due to: 

1. Automatic payroll investments occur into a tax-deferred 401(k) plan. 
2. Employer contributions up to the $54,000 annual limit are made into a tax-deferred profit sharing plan. 
3. A tax-free Roth 401(k) plan, if one is even available, is not the default election in most retirement plans. 
4. Income limitations result in the loss of eligibility for tax-free Roth IRA contributions. 
5. Building tax-advantaged investments requires taking proactive steps to setup and fund an account. 

As a result, for most physicians and high-income earners, tax-free assets are limited to a handful of Roth IRA 
contributions made early in their career before the income limits were reached, tax-advantaged assets build 
slowly, and the vast majority of savings accumulates in tax-deferred accounts.  

When this asset structure is tapped for income later in life, the portfolio is subject to the highest possible tax 
rates, and IRS mandated distributions exacerbate the problem by causing taxation of income you may not even 
need until later. 

By contrast, proper tax diversification allows us to time income from various sources in a way that:  

● Minimizes tax rates 
● Prevents the double taxation of Social Security benefits 
● Allows for tax-free payment of health care expenses and long-term care insurance premiums 
● Facilitates conversion of asset from tax-deferred to tax-free with nominal taxation 
● Enables passing wealth tax-free to heirs 
● Maximizes tax deductions and standard exemptions and credits every year 
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The Impact of Tax Diversification on Lifetime Wealth: 

To evaluate the lifetime impact of tax diversification on client wealth, we examine a client retiring today with 
$2,000,000 in assets -- the equivalent of a younger client retiring in 20 years with $4,200,000 in assets.  

In the base scenario, the client never planned for tax diversification and holds 90% of their assets in tax deferred 
accounts, 5% tax free, and 5% tax advantaged. While the alternate scenario has full diversification -- one-third of 
their assets in each tax type. 

The clients have $45,000 in annual Social Security benefits, are invested in a moderate risk retirement strategy, 
and have living expenses of $90,000 per year before taxes. The change in their portfolio value over a 30 year 
retirement is graphed below, with the green area representing the net increase from having proper tax 
diversification. 
 

 
Ending Portfolio Assets

 
WITHOUT TAX DIVERSIFICATION $1,955,242 
WITH TAX DIVERSIFICATION $3,097,682 
NET INCREASE ⇧ $1,142,440

 
 

When I discuss tax diversification, clients sometimes have predetermined preferences for tax-deferred or 
tax-free account types. In reality, which one is “best” is merely a function of the tax rate assumptions made. 
Amid the never-ending debate over Roth vs Traditional IRAs and 401(k)s, those who claim one type of account is 
better than the other are missing one important fact -- the Tax Equivalency Principle: 

“A certain amount of pre-tax income results in the same amount of after-tax wealth in the end, 
regardless of which account type it goes to, whenever tax rates remain the same.”  

-- Kitces, Advanced Roth Conversion Strategies, 2017 

In other words, one account tax-type is not inherently better than another. They each have their place, and the 
real benefits are derived as a result of the ability to control your tax rate from year to year when you have proper 
tax diversification. 
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Another principle often lost in the debate is the behavioral science behind pre-tax and after-tax savings. For a 
client that pays 30% in taxes, saving $18,000 in a Roth 401(k) is the equivalent of saving $18,000 in a traditional 
401(k) plus the $5,400 tax savings into a tax-advantaged investment account. Since the tax savings is rarely 
followed through on, both savers end up with the same total account values at retirement -- making tax-free 
assets significantly more valuable as a source of income. 

The results of proper tax diversification are an incredible $1.14 million in additional wealth through reduced 
taxation for the above client -- a 58% increase. And this is without any additional year-by-year income timing to 
further reduce tax liabilities. 

Knowing these results, let’s define the account types I am referring to so we know the specific places to save 
each year as we aim for full tax diversification:  

“Tax Advantaged” accounts are simply individual, joint, and trust investment accounts in which you 
pay taxes on the income and capital gains generated each year. We consider these tax-advantaged 
because of the significant preference given to municipal bond interest, dividends, and capital gains in 
the U.S. tax code -- municipal bond interest is tax free, and dividends and capital gains are generally 
subject to a favorable 15% tax rate, instead of higher ordinary income tax rates. 

“Tax Deferred” accounts include traditional IRAs, 401(k) plans, SEP-IRAs, profit-sharing plans, 403(b) 
plans and similar accounts. Contributions to these accounts are often tax deductible, but not always. 
Withdrawals are taxed at your highest marginal income tax rates and the accounts are subject to 
mandatory distributions beginning at age 70 ½. 

“Tax Free” accounts include Roth IRAs and Roth 401(k) plans, as well as Health Savings Accounts 
(HSA). Roth contributions are made after-tax, while HSA contributions are tax deductible. Withdrawals 
are tax free and are not subject to required distributions. 

Strategies to Achieve Tax Diversification: 

Since the default accumulation path is having the majority of assets in tax deferred accounts, we need to pay 
special attention to building tax free and tax advantaged accounts. 

The following strategies are listed in the order we generally utilize them for clients as they age and as income 
rises. The strategies are cumulative  -- do #1 if you can, then add #2, etc. -- and are increasingly complex as you 
move through the list. In some situations, these techniques can result in too little in tax deferred assets. Each 
year, your savings strategies should be re-examined based on your current and projected tax diversification. 

1. If you are eligible for a Health Savings Account (HSA), fund it to the maximum every year and invest it. 
Don’t make withdrawals for current health expenses. An HSA is the best tax account type in the U.S. (tax 
deductible, tax deferred, and tax free) and assets should be accumulated here to the greatest extent 
possible. You’ll have plenty of health expenses in retirement to begin using the account after years of 
tax-free accumulations. 

2. If your 401(k) plan has a Roth option, use it. There are no income limits on a Roth 401(k), so even 
high-income earners can accumulate tax free assets here. Roth 401(k) plans have been part of the tax 
code since 2006. So if your employer hasn’t made the simple amendment to make this possible in your 
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plan, ask them to. You can contribute up to $18,000 in 2017, or $24,000 if you are age 50 or over by the 
end of the year. 

3. Fund a Roth IRA each year if you are eligible. If your income is less than $133,000 (single taxpayer) or 
$196,000 (joint taxpayer) in 2017, you are eligible. The 2017 contribution limit is $5,500, or $6,500 if you 
are age 50 or over by the end of the year. 

4. Begin monthly funding of a tax advantaged individual, joint, or trust account. Particularly if you are 
saving into a pre-tax Traditional IRA or 401(k) plan, the tax savings from these contributions should be 
placed in a tax advantaged account. 

5. If you have maxed out your 401(k) plan and are not eligible for a Roth IRA, contribute the maximum 
($5,500/$6,500) to a non-deductible IRA. By carefully coordinating your IRA and 401(k) plan balances 
and eligibility requirements, we can convert these IRA contributions to a Roth IRA at a later date with 
minimal tax liability. This is often referred to as a “backdoor” Roth IRA. 

6. If you have a particularly flexible 401(k) plan -- or are a business owner/partner with the ability to 
control the features of your 401(k) plan -- you can make after-tax non-Roth contributions to your plan, 
possibly as much as $36,000, which can be subsequently converted to a Roth IRA with minimal tax 
liability. This would be the “mega backdoor” Roth IRA. 

7. If you are nearing or entering retirement and feel behind on achieving tax diversification, there are 
some additional techniques we can use to enhance your tax diversification. This can be accomplished 
with partial Roth IRA conversions in concert with Social Security timing and other income and 
deduction timing strategies. If properly planned, your tax bracket can be pushed to very low levels for a 
single year, allowing a low-cost partial Roth conversion to occur. And it may be possible to repeat the 
technique every few years. 

By implementing any number of the above strategies, most clients can achieve reasonable tax diversification as 
they build wealth. Regardless of the level of tax diversification you are able to reach, there will still be 
considerable tax benefits by carefully evaluating how to structure your various income sources and tax 
deductions as we plan together each year. 

 
Thank you for your confidence and allowing my work to impact your life. I am continuously grateful for the 
opportunity to serve you alongside Patrick, Stacy, Rebecca, and your entire team of professional advisors. 

Sincerely, 

 
Kenneth Klabunde, MS, CFP® 
Founding Principal 
Precedent Asset Management 
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